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Abstract— Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are
traditionally divided into two types according to the detection
methods they employ, namely (i) misuse detection and (ii)
anomaly detection. Anomaly detection has been widely used
and its main advantage is the ability to detect new attacks.
However, the analysis of anomalies generated can become
expensive, since they often have no clear information about
the malicious events they represent. In this context, this paper
presents a model for automated classification of alerts
generated by an anomaly based IDS. The main goal is either
the classification of the detected anomalies in well-defined
taxonomies of attacks or to identify whether it is a false
positive misclassified by the IDS. Some common attacks on
computer networks were considered and we achieved
important results that can equip security analysts with best
resources for their analyses.
Keywords—Intrusion
Classification
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INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are aimed at monitoring
the computer network traffic in some environment. They
can be divided into two groups according to its detection
method: anomaly detection and misuse detection [1]. In
abuse detection, signatures representing previously known
attacks are confronted with the current traffic in the
monitored network to detect intrusions. On the other hand,
anomaly detection tries to learn the normal pattern of the
monitored traffic and detect any unusual behavior or
anomaly. Although anomaly based methodologies appear
quite efficient because they do not need signatures and have
the capability to detect unknown attacks, they have some
downsides. Anomaly-based IDS suffer from the generation
of high amounts of false positives and, also, the detected
anomalies often have no clear information about the
malicious events they represent, causing the analysis
process difficult to take place.
In this context, this paper presents a model for automatic
classification of anomalies detected by an anomaly based
IDS in well-known taxonomies of attacks. Our main goal is
to help security analysts in their analysis so that they can
take the adequate countermeasures in a timely fashion.
Besides, our methodology helps to identify the false

positives, by classifying them into different classes of those
that represent real attacks. We built a model based on the
algorithm Auto class and showed its capability to anomaly
classification as well as the identification of false positives.
II.

CLASSIFICATION OF ANOMALY DATA

Machine learning algorithms are widely used to classify data.
Among machine learning algorithms, there are supervised and
unsupervised methods. The main difference between these
methods is that the supervised methods require previously
labeled data while unsupervised methods work with unlabeled
data. Nguyen and Armitage, in [2], do an extensive review of
the use of machine learning algorithm for network traffic
classification. They showed the efficiency of these algorithms
compared to more traditional methods (port-based and payload
based). Autoclass is an unsupervised algorithm which has
shown good results in network classification as can be
observed in [3], [4] and [5].
Although Auto class has been used to classify legitimate
network traffic, as far as we know, it had not been used yet to
classify anomalous network traffic. Anomalous traffic
classification is quite unexplored [6], with just a few works
related in the literature, e.g. [6] and [7]. Therefore, our work
presents a model which uses the unsupervised method Auto
class to classify common anomalies in computer networks.
III.

RESOURCES AND METHODS

The main component of our model is the machine learning
algorithm we used for the classification. Autoclass is a
partitioned clustering algorithm and a fuzzy classifier. It
uses an unsupervised approach which allows automatic
discovery of the clusters inherent in a training dataset. This
dataset contains unlabelled instances which are grouped
according to its similar features, then, the clusters generated
can be used in later steps to classify new unseen instances
(i.e. anomalies, in the context of this work). To accomplish
this, Auto class combines Expectation-Maximization
algorithm with a Bayesian theory to build a probabilistic
model with distinct probability distributions that govern the
classification in each cluster. As a fuzzy methodology, Auto
class allows the instances to be partly classified in more
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than one cluster. For further details about Autoclass, we
strongly encourage the reader to read [8].

Name

Description

Number of
flows/connections.
Total_src_packets Number of packets.
Number of bytes.
The rate of flows with the
Total_src_bytes
TCP SYN flag set.
The rate of flows without
an answer.
The rate of flows with the
Rst_rate
TCP RST flag set.
Rate of distinct
Distinct_dst_ports
destination ports.
The rate of distinct well
Distinct_dst_wkps
knows destination ports.
The rate of distinct well
Distinct_src_wkps
knows source ports.
The rate of distinct
Distinct_dst_addrs
destinations IPs accessed.
Table1. Auto class classification features.
Total_connections

In our model, the clusters represent the possible attack classes
into which the anomalies can be classified in the case an
anomaly is classified in more than one cluster we choose the
classification with the highest probability as the anomaly’s
attack class. Auto class classify the anomalies according to
some pre-selected features of them, which must be grouped by
each source IP address that access the monitored network. In
this work we selected the features shown in Table 1, they are
able to represent the traffic behavior and can be easily
extracted from protocols for traffic summarization such as Net
flow, a widely deployed protocol in operational environments
[6].
We designed our model to serve as a generic approach for
anomaly classification for different anomaly-based IDS. In
order to provide this interoperability, our model implements
the IDMEF (Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format)
protocol, described by RFC 4765. Therefore, any IDS that
export its alerts in IDMEF standard, including the information
from Table 1, can be served by the anomaly classification
model proposed in this paper.
IV.

anomalous traffic from the five attack classes our model is
able to classify: Denial of Service (DoS), Dictionary Attack,
Port Scan, Network Scan and Web Vulnerability Scan (Web
scan). From the latter network, we collected the legitimate
traffic data generated from the laboratory users using the
network in business days. This legitimate traffic includes
HTTP traffic, chatting, remote access and other common
operations performed by legitimate users.
The IDS we choose for the tests is described in [9]. We
configured it to analyze the traffic generated in the data
collection environment for two days. The IDS generated
7411 alerts, in the IDMEF standard, of which 5333 are
anomalies caused by the attacks and 2078 are false
positives caused by the legitimate traffic.
In order to use our model for the first time, one has to train
the Auto class so that it can learn about the different attack
classes and the normal traffic. We trained the Auto class
with one-day data from the data collection environment. At
the end, Auto class found 35 clusters of which 30 were
mapped to legitimate traffic and the other five were mapped
one for each attack. This mapping was possible due to the
attacks to have been performed with specific source IP
address.
After the training step we submitted the alerts to our model,
a correct classification is when an alert of an unknown
anomaly is correctly classified in the cluster mapped to the
attack that generates such anomaly. Besides classify the
anomalies, we also innovate in classifying the false
positives detected by the IDS. False positives represent the
misclassification of legitimate traffic as an anomaly. Once
we can classify the false positives, from the IDS, as
legitimate traffic it is possible to save the time security
analysts spend analyzing these false alerts. Our model
considers all clusters mapped to legitimate traffic as one
comprehensive cluster able to classify the false positives
detected by the IDS. In order to measure the classification
performance, we used three standard metrics [6] showed in
equations 1, 2 and 3. Respectively, the first one measures
the global performance and the last ones evaluate the
performance for each cluster.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In order to evaluate our model, we established a data
collection environment from both: 1) a simulated network,
with virtual machines, where real attacks were performed
against target machines and 2) the internal network from
ACME! Cyber security Research, the laboratory where this
research was conducted. In the former network, we collected

The recall and precision for each cluster, as well as the
overall classification accuracy, is shown in Figure 1. Our
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model had an overall accuracy of 87.17% which is in
conformity with other works, presented in [3], [4] and [5],
that used Auto class for legitimate traffic classification. We
achieved moderate results with some classes, in the
Dictionary Attack cluster we achieved a recall of 71.83%
because some instances were misclassified as false
positives, the traffic generated for this attack was not so
disparate from the legitimate traffic generated by the users.
In the Web scan cluster, we achieved a precision of 78.89%
because some instances of DoS alerts were misclassified in
this class, we believed it happened because these attacks are
similar, since both perform several requests to a certain
target.

Despite that, we achieved a recall of 99.9% in the
false positives classification which means that almost
all false positives detected by the IDS were correctly
identified.

Figure 1: Auto class Classification Accuracy
V.

CONCLUSION
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In this work, we present a new model for anomaly
traffic classification using the algorithm Auto class.
We achieved an overall accuracy of 87.17%, a value
in conformity with related work that used Auto class
for legitimate traffic classification. Therefore, we
achieved our goal to show the Auto class potentiality
to also classify previously unknown anomalies in
well-defined taxonomies of attacks. Moreover, we
showed another benefit of anomaly classification,
since our model could identify 99.9% of false
positives detected by the IDS; it could be used as an
additional feature to reduce false alerts in Intrusion
Detection Systems.
VI.
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